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Abstract
It is usually supposed that inflation is of the slow-roll variety, and that the inflaton gener-
ates the primordial curvature perturbation. According to the curvaton hypothesis, inflation
need not be slow-roll, and if it is the inflaton generates a negligible curvature perturbation.
We nd that the construction of slow-roll inflation models becomes much easier under this
hypothesis. Also, thermal inflation followed by fast-roll becomes viable, with no slow-roll
inflation at all.
1 Introduction
The primordial density perturbation, responsible for the origin of structure in the Universe, is
dominated by its adiabatic component though signicant isocurvature components are not ruled
out. The adiabatic component is determined by the curvature perturbation ζ of uniform-density
slices of spacetime, which has an almost flat spectrum. The normalization of the spectrum at the
COBE scale is given by [1]
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P 12 ’ 1.94 10−5 , (1)
and the spectral index n  1 + d lnP/d ln k is in the range
jn− 1j < 0.1 (2)
Since it is present on super-horizon scales, the primordial curvature perturbation originates
presumably during an era of inflation, at the beginning of which the whole observable Universe
is inside the horizon. The usual hypothesis is that the curvature perturbation comes from the
vacuum fluctuation of the inflaton eld, dened in this context as the one whose value determines
the end of inflation. This makes it quite dicult to construct sensible models of slow{roll inflation
[1, 2], and of course it rules out completely the possibility that the curvature perturbation might
originate during thermal inflation [3, 4, 5, 6] which does not have an inflaton.
Recently, attention has been drawn [7] to an alternative possibility, that the curvature pertur-
bation comes from the vacuum fluctuation during inflation of some ‘curvaton’ eld. As each scale
leaves the horizon, this vacuum fluctuation is converted in the usual way into a classical perturba-
tion with an almost flat spectrum. After inflation, the curvaton eld starts to oscillate, generating
a density perturbation. Finally, the curvaton decays leaving behind the curvature perturbation,
possibly accompanied by isocurvature perturbations. In this paper, we ask to what extent inflation
model-building becomes easier, when it is liberated from the requirement that there is an inflaton
which produces the curvature perturbation.
In Section 2 we recall the basics of slow-roll inflation. In Section 3 examine specic slow-
roll models. In each case, we assume that cosmological scales leave the horizon during slow-roll
inflation, but that contrary to the usual assumption the curvature perturbation generated by the
inflaton is negligible. We nd that this has a liberating eect in many cases, making the model
much more attractive in terms of ne-tuning and connection with received ideas about what lies
beyond the Standard Model of particle physics. In Section 4, we ask whether instead cosmological
scales might leave the horizon during a period of thermal inflation, during which there is no
inflaton. Our conclusions are summarised in Section 5.
2 Slow-roll inflation
Slow-roll inflation, with a single-component inflaton eld, is described by the following basic
equations [1, 2]. In these equations, φ is the inflaton eld, and V = V (φ) is the potential during
inflation. The other quantities are the reduced Planck mass MP = 2.41018 GeV, the scale factor
1
of the Universe a, the Hubble parameter H = _a/a, and the wavenumber k/a of the cosmological
perturbations.
The potential is supposed to satisfy the flatness conditions
  1 (3)
jηj  1 (4)
with   12M2P(V 0/V )2 and η  M2PV 00/V , where the prime denotes derivative with respect to
the inflaton eld φ. The inflaton’s trajectory will then be an attractor, satisfying the slow{roll
approximation
3H _φ ’ −V 0 . (5)







where the potential and its derivatives are evaluated at the epoch of horizon exit k = aH .
2.0.1 The inflaton hypothesis
The usual (‘inflaton’) hypothesis is that the curvature perturbation Eq. (6) is the observed one.
Comparing Eqs. (1) and (6), this requires at the epoch when the COBE scale leaves the horizon
the COBE normalization,
V 1=4 = .0271=4MP . (7)
Dierentating Eq. (6) and using the slow-roll expression 3H _φ = −V 0 gives the spectral index
n = 1 + 2η − 6 . (8)
In most types of inflation model,  and/or jηj increase strongly towards the end of inflation, and
as a result n is signicantly dierent from 1 with a relation of the form
n− 1 = K/N (9)
where N is the number of e-folds before the end of inflation and K is a number of order 1. In a
large class of models  is completely negligible and η is negative, giving n signicantly below 1.
Any signicant improvement of the lower bound Eq. (2) will start to rule out such models, as long
as we stick to the inflaton hypothesis [8].
2.0.2 The curvaton hypothesis
In this paper we suppose instead that the curvature perturbation produced by the inflaton is
negligible. Instead of the COBE normalization we have the COBE bound,
V 1=4  .0271=4MP . (10)
Requiring that the curvature perturbation be, say, less than 1% of the observed value, the left-
hand-side of this expression must be less than 10% of the total giving
V 1=4 < 2 1015 GeV , (11)
which means that a gravitational wave signal will never be detected in the CMB anisotropy [9].
In the curvaton model, the condition jη j < 1 is needed so that the vacuum fluctuation of σ








Taking jηj  1, the spectral index in the curvaton model is given by [7]
n = 1 + 2η − 2 , (13)
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where the right hand side is evaluated at the epoch of horizon exit. Discounting an accidental
cancellation, Eq. (2) requires
 < 1/20 (14)
In the large class of inflation models where  is completely negligible, n− 1 is determined by
η which species the second derivative of the potential in the curvaton direction. Since there is
no reason why this quantity should increase during inflation, it is reasonable to suppose that the
condition jη j < 1 is strongly satised while cosmological scales leave the horizon, leading to a
spectral index indistinguishable from 1.
2.1 The form of the inflaton potential according to supergravity
In order to keep the scalar elds under control, most models of inflation assume that N = 1
supergravity is valid during and after inflation. Supersymmetry is supposed to be spontaneously
broken by the scalar eld(s) in some sector of the theory. This breaking is transmitted to other
sectors of the theory by interactions which are either of gravitational strength (gravity mediated
supersymmetry breaking) or stronger and typically involving a gauge symmetry (gauge mediated
supersymmetry breaking).
The form of the scalar eld potential is
V (φi) = V+(φi)− 3M2Pm23=2(φi) (15)
where φi are the scalar elds. Both terms are positive. The rst term V+ is a measure of the
strength of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. For a generic eld one expects the eective
mass{squared m2i  ∂2V/∂φ2i to be at least of order
jm2i j  V+/M2P (16)
This value corresponding to gravity{mediated supersymmetry breaking.
The scale of supersymmetry breaking in the vacuum is denoted by MS;
hV+i M4S (17)
In the sector of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) we require scalar masses
roughly of order 100 GeV. With gravity{mediated supersymmetry breaking in the MSSM sector
this requires
MS  1010 GeV (18)
With gauge{mediated supersymmetry breaking MS is lower, with a value MS  106 GeV in typical
schemes. In the vacuum V is (practically) zero, leading to a gravitino mass m3=2  hm3=2(φi)i of
order 100 GeV in the gravity{mediated case.
During inflation, the tree{level inflaton mass is usually supposed to come from gravity{mediated
supersymmetry breaking, corresponding to the generic estimate Eq. (16). In most models, V 
V+ M4S , leading to
jm2j  V/M2P , (19)
which marginally violates the flatness condition Eq. (4). In this case, the required flatness might
be achieved through an accidental cancellation, or through a global symmetry whose breaking is
under control. Alternatively it might be achieved through the renormalization-group running of
the mass.
In some models though, V  V+ ’M4S , leading to
jm2j M2S/M2P  V/M2P . (20)
This grossly violates Eq. (4), making such models unreasonable unless a suitable global symmetry
can be invoked.
3 Liberated models of slow-roll inflation
In this section we examine in turn the main types of model for slow-roll inflation. Reviews of most




The potential V (φ) of a string modulus φ is expected to vary typically by δV/V  O(1) when φ
varies by MP. This means that near a maximum of V , one expects
V = V0 − 12m
2φ2 +    , (21)
where the remaining terms are supposed to be negligible in the regime V  V0. As a result of this
condition on the remaining terms,
m2  V0/M2P , (22)
which will be roughly the mass of φ in the vacuum. The flatness condition is only marginally
violated, and with luck one can hope for a viable model of inflation. In the context of weakly
coupled heterotic string theory [10] the magnitude of m is usually estimated as
m < 1 TeV (23)
with the upper limit corresponding to gravity-mediated supersymmetry breaking in the MSSM
sector, and V 1=40  1010 GeV.
The COBE bound for modular inflation is [2] V 1=40 < 1016 GeV, corresponding to massm < 1014 GeV.
Under the usual hypothesis that the upper bound is satised this is in strong conflict with the
usual estimate Eq. (23). In contrast, if we adopt the curvaton hypothesis there is no problem.
In the context of more general string theory [11] a value as large as V 1=40  1016GeV may
be natural. However, there is still another possible problem, shared by all models involving the
‘inverted quadratic’ potential Eq. (21), concerns the spectral index. Since inflation is taking place
near the top of the potential,  will be extremely small, but from Eq. (22) jηj  1 making also
1 − n  1. In words, we expect n to be signicantly below 1 in these models, in possible conflict
with the observatinal bound j1− nj < 0.1. If a conflict does occur, it is removed when the model
is liberated because the spectral index given by Eq. (13) can be very close to 1.
We mention in passing the existence of a quite dierent model, which also gives n too far below
1 on the inflaton hypothesis but is liberated by the curvaton hypothesis. It comes up [12] as an
example of a model in which the flatness of the inflaton potential in hybrid inflation is protected
by a non-Abelian global symmetry, broken only by non-renormalizable terms. The example, the
only one worked out in detail so far [13], gives  very small but a spectral index too far below 1
on the inflaton hypothesis. (The spectral index on the inflaton hypothesis is actually given by a
more complicated formula than Eq. (8) in this model, because the inflaton in this model has two
components.)
3.2 Inflation from a moving brane
Another proposal for the inflaton is that it corresponds to the distance between two branes moving
in d extra dimensions [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The idea is that in this case it may be relatively easy to
keep the potential flat in the context of string theory.
In the original proposal [14] the potential was estimated to be essentially of the form
V ’ V0(1− e−q=MP) (24)
with q of order 1. The scale V 1=40 of the potential is of order the higher{dimensional Planck scale
M , related to the size R of the extra dimensions by Rd  M2P/M2+d, and the minimal value
M  TeV was taken to be the favoured one.




< 7 1015 GeV (25)
As the authors noted, this places M far above the TeV.
Later authors [16, 17, 18] have considered in more detail the form of the potential to be expected









V = V0 − λφ4 (27)
Both of these forms have been proposed earlier on the basis of purely four{dimensional eld theory,
and their predictions for the COBE bound are well known [2]. By relating the parameters to the
higher{dimensional quantum gravity scale M , it is again found that the latter needs to be far
above the TeV scale.
In contrast, liberating these models allows M to be of order TeV.
3.3 Constraints on hybrid inflation
The potential for hybrid inflation is basically of the form









(Modications of the last two terms are sometimes considered, which typically do not aect the




In this regime, χ vanishes and the inflaton potential is
V = V0 + V (φ) . (30)
The constant term V0 is assumed to dominate during inflation.





Later, models were proposed where V is instead dominated by a loop correction.
The last term of Eq. (28) serves only to determine the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of χ,
achieved when φ falls below φc. Using that fact that V0 vanishes in the vacuum, one learns that
the VEV is








Whether or not it dominates, the loop correction coming from χ and its superpartner provides
an approximate lower bound for V and V 0 (discounting the implausible possibility that it is
accurately canceled by tree{level terms over the relevant range of φ). Using this fact, it has been
shown [20] that the COBE normalization greatly restricts the allowed region of parameter space.






It becomes an explicit constraint on the parameter space, once a form for V is specied which
allows φcobe to be calculated. For example, with the original form Eq. (31) one nds [20]
hφi3 < 5 10−5
p
λ0M3P (35)
λ0 < (η/22)3=2 (36)
η < (90hφiMP)4 , (37)
where η = m2M2P/V0.
These constraints are very powerful. In particular, Eq. (34) means that un{liberated hybrid
inflation cannot be expected to work if the ultra{violet cuto is below 109 GeV (since both of the
VEVs are expected to be below this value). In particular, one cannot expect un{liberated hybrid
inflation to work if there is an extra dimension with size > (109 GeV)−1.
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which in the case of Eq. (31) becomes1
λ0V 1=20 < 16pi2mhχi (39)
These constraints are far weaker, and in particular Eq. (38) makes liberated hybrid inflation
feasible for an ultra{violet cuto as low as 104 GeV.
3.4 Running mass inflation
In hybrid inflation the loop correction coming from the coupling to χ is inevitable but it need not
be the only one. If φ has an unsuppressed coupling to any eld (dimensionless coupling c  0.1)
then the loop ‘correction’ is likely to dominate the potential.
The form of the loop correction depends on whether supersymmetry breaking in the inflaton
sector (taken to be well{described by global supersymmetry) is spontaneous or soft. In the latter
case, with unsuppressed coupling, the loop correction is equivalent to the running of the soft
mass{squared, and if the latter passes through zero one has inflation without any ne{tuning of
parameters. This is the very attractive running mass model of Stewart [21]. The potential has a
maximum or minimum at a value φ close to the point where the running mass passes through






















With this bound saturated, the spectral index is predicted to have strong scale dependence of the
form










N(k)  N(kcobe)−N(k) . (43)
The parameter space is strongly constrained by presently available data [8, 23], which may rule
out the model in the foreseeable future. Saturating the COBE bound also makes the value of φ
uncomfortably low compared with theoretical expectations [23]. Both of these problems disappear
when the model is liberated.
3.5 The gauge{mediated model of Dine and Riotto
This model [24] assumes that there is gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking in the MSSM
sector, according to the following standard scheme. In a secluded sector, a eld X and its auxiliary
eld FX  ∂W/∂X (with W the superpotential) are both supposed to have nonzero VEVs, the
latter determining the scale of supersymmetry breaking,
hFXi M2S (44)
One requires   FX/hXi of order 105 GeV, so that the radiatively-generated soft masses in the
MSSM sector have the desired magnitude  102 GeV.
The inflaton eld φ in this model is the real part of a gauge singlet eld S, and its VEV
generates the µ term of the MSSM [25]. During inflation, X and FX as well as the gravitino mass
1In contrast with [20] we have written this last equation in terms of the same quantities as the others so as to
facilitate comparison.
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are supposed to be close to their vacuum values, implying some degree of cancellation between
the two terms of Eq. (15). Dening a mass parameter α by
m2  αV0/M2P (45)









n+1HUHD +    . (46)
This structure can be enforced by discrete symmetries. We have exhibited a coecient β < 1
though eventually we shall favour a value of order 1. All other coecients are assumed to be of
order 1 from the outset, and throughout the calculation we shall ignore numerical factors. The
third term of the superpotential generates the µ term, but plays no role during inflation.
The dots represent the contributions to W that do not involve S. They generate, among other
things, a contribution to FX , which is assumed to be in fact the dominant contribution. Since we
are assuming that FX is close to its VEV during inflation, this requires for consistency
βhφi4 M2PM2S (47)
The corresponding potential is




8 + β2M−4P X
2φ6

+    (48)
with
λ = βM−2P M
2
S . (49)
where we have dropped a term which is signicant only if the two terms in the bracket have a
similar magnitude.
The VEV of φ is determined by minimizing this potential.2 In the case βM2S < (2MP)2=3 
(109 GeV)2, one nds hφi4  βM2SM2P (marginally consistent with Eq. (47) ) and
V0  β2M4S (50)
In the opposite case M2S > (109 GeV)2 one nds instead hφi2 M2P2/βM2S (comfortably consis-







During inflation the bracketed term in Eq. (48) is negligible, but in general both of the rst
two terms are signicant. A careful calculation reveals [2] that the COBE bound is in all cases
λ < 10−15, corresponding to q
βM2S < 1010:5 GeV (52)
On the usual hypothesis that the bound is saturated, this result practically kills the model for
two reasons. First, gauge{mediated supersymmetry breaking requires M2S to be signicantly less
than 1010 GeV, to validate the assumption that gravity{mediated breaking is negligible. This is
in mild conflict with the expectation β  1. Second, with β  1 Eq. (51) requires V0  10−7M4S
which means that the two terms of Eq. (15) must cancel with an accuracy 10−7, and means also
that α has to be suppressed by a more than a factor 10−7 below its natural value.
Both of these problems disappear if we adopt the curvaton hypothesis while retaining β  1.
In particular, the natural value of α is then of order 1 so that only mild tuning of α is required to
obtain slow roll.
2The following results are taken from [2], correcting the erroneous treatment of [24] which misses the second of
the two cases below.
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3.6 The model of Bastero-Gil and King
Like the previous model, this one assumes that supersymmetry is broken during inflation by the
same mechanism as in the vacuum, at the same scale MS [26]. In contrast with that model
though, supersymmetry breaking is supposed to be transmitted with only gravitational strength,
both to the inflaton and to the MSSM sector; in other words, we are dealing exclusively with
gravity{mediated supersymmetry breaking, and MS  1010 GeV.
In this model, the inflaton generates the µ term only indirectly. The superpotential is
W = λNHUHD − κSN 2 +    (53)
where N and φ are gauge singlets. They respect the Peccei-Quinn global symmetry, whose pseudo-
Goldstone boson is the axion which ensures the CP invariance of the strong interaction.
The axion is practically massless, and can be chosen such that S is real. The inflaton is the
canonically{normalized quantity φ =
p
2 ReS. During inflation HUHD is negligible. Writingp
2N = N1 + iN2, and including a soft supersymmetry breaking trilinear term 2AκφN 2 + c.c
(with A taken to be real) as well as soft supersymmetry breaking mass terms, the potential is
V = V0 + κ2jN j4 + 12
X
i








1 − 2κAφ+ 4κ2φ2 , (55)
m22(φ) = m
2
2 + 2κAφ+ 4κ
2φ2 . (56)
(57)
The soft supersymmetry breaking parametersmi and A are supposed to have the typical values
for gravity{mediated supersymmetry breaking,
mi  A M2S/MP( 100 GeV) (58)
In contrast, in order to achieve slow{roll inflation, the mass m is supposed to be
m  αV0/M2P (59)
with α 1.














hN2i = 0 . (62)
where we ignored the tiny eect of m. It is assumed that 4m21 is somewhat below A
2, so that
A  κhN1i  κhφi  1 TeV . (63)
To have the VEVs at the axion scale, say 1013 GeV, we require κ  10−10. Also, λ should have
a similar value, since λhN1i will be the µ parameter of the MSSM. The tiny couplings κ and λ
are supposed to be products of several terms like (ψ/MP) where ψ is the VEV of a eld that is
integrated out.
During inflation, the elds Ni are trapped at the origin, and

















 A/κ . (65)
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Type j The eect of liberation
Modular : Allows the usual modulus mass  TeV
Moving brane : Allows extra dimension  (103 GeV)−1
Hybrid (generic) : Allows extra dimension  (104 GeV)−1
Running mass : Removes danger from future CMB measurements
Dine/Riotto : Removes extreme ne{tuning
Bastero-Gil/King : Alleviates extreme ne{tuning
Table 1: Models of slow{roll inflation which benet from liberation
If m2 is positive the model gives ordinary hybrid inflation ending at φ
+
c , but if it is negative it





κ  108 GeV (66)
As V0 is a factor 10−8 below M4S , the flatness condition α < 1 requires that the jmj2 is more
than a factor 10−8 below the generic value given by Eq. (16).
The COBE bound for this model is
A 5 10−4α eNcobeMP (67)
On the usual assumption that the bound is saturated this requires α  10−12 which requires
that jmj2 is a factor 10−12−8 = 10−20 below its generic value. Adopting instead the curvaton
hypothesis, we require only the milder suppression by a factor 10−8 required by the flatness
condition. This suppression comes from the mismatch between the height of the potential V 1=40 
108 GeV and the supersymmetry breaking scale MS  1010 GeV. It would be interesting to see if
the model could be modied to reduce this mismatch, for instance by lowering MS and generating
mi and A through interactions with the supersymmetry breaking sector which are of more than
gravitational strength.
3.7 Models which do not benet from liberation
D-term inflation We end with four examples where liberation does nothing to improve the
model. The rst case is that of ‘D{term inflation’ [27] and a related F{term model [28] leading












with the renormalization scale Q chosen to make the second term small. The COBE bound is





g  1015 GeV (69)
In the case of D{term inflation, even the upper bound is dicult to reconcile with the expectation
from weakly coupled heterotic string theory. Liberating the model obviously does nothing to
improve that situation. Nor does it remove a more general problem, that for g  1 the value
of φ during inflation is of order MP making the needed suppression of non{renormalizable terms
dicult to understand.
Monomial potential (‘chaotic inflation’) For the V = 12m
2φ2 the COBE bound is
m  2 1013 GeV . (70)
During inflation φ is much bigger than MP, making it again dicult to understand the absence
of non{renormalizable terms. Liberating the model does not help with that problem, and has
the unfortunate eect of removing its prediction that the primordial gravitational waves will be
observable in the foreseeable future through the CMB anisotropy.
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Extended inflation Extended inflation [1, 29] gives in its simplest form a potential V =
V0 exp(−
p
2/pφ/MP), leading to  = 1/p and η = 2/p. In this model the end of inflation oc-
curs through bubble formation, and to keep the bubbles invisible on the microwave sky requires
p < 10 or  > 0.1 Under the inflaton hypothesis this gives spectral index n < 0.8 which is too low
compared with the observational bound jn−1j < 0.1. However, liberation helps only marginally (in
contrast with the situation for modular inflation) because  is big. Under the curvaton hypothesis
the spectral index Eq. (13) becomes instead too high, unless there is a cancellation η ’ .
Inflation from the trace anomaly Before the term ‘inflation’ was coined, Starobinsky [30]
proposed that eective slow{roll inflation could be caused by higher derivative curvature terms,
without an explicit scalar eld. The proposal has recently been reexamined by Hawking et al.
[31], who estimate that in their version of the model the COBE bound is
N2S (250 + 240β − 40α)  1013 (71)
where α and β are the coecients of higher{order curvature terms and NS is the number of
scalar elds. This has the unpleasant feature that at least one of the three quantities must be
exponentially large even in the un-liberated cases, and liberating the model clearly does not help.
4 Thermal inflation
The inflation models that we looked at in the previous section all involve an inflaton eld. We end
by looking at thermal inflation [3, 4, 5, 6]. Thermal inflation is maintained by a nite-temperature
correction to the potential, and it ends when the temperature falls below some critical value. There
is no inflaton eld during thermal inflation, and all previous authors have therefore assumed that
the curvature perturbation originates during an earlier era of slow-roll inflation, with perhaps a
few e-folds of thermal inflation tacked on later to mop up any unwanted relics.
Under the inflaton hypothesis this set-up is mandatory, but adopting instead the curvaton
hypothesis things are not so clear. Might it be that the curvaton eld acquires its inhomogeneity
during an era of thermal inflation, lasting long enough that cosmological scales start out inside
the horizon?
4.1 Ordinary and modular thermal inflation
Two sorts of thermal inflation have been considered, depending on whether φ is an ordinary eld
(‘matter eld’ in the terminology of string theory) or a string modulus. For ordinary thermal
inflation [4] the temperature-dependent eective potential is








where d > 4 is an integer, g  1 is the coupling of φ with the particles of the thermal bath and
λ > 1 is the coupling of the leading non-renormalizable term.3 This expression is supposed to be
a good approximation when φ is less than its VEV M0.











MP MP , (73)
and evaluating the second derivative gives the mass in the vacuum as
m2 = (d− 2)m2  m2 . (74)




m2M20  m2M20 . (75)










M2P/M20  1 . (76)
For modular thermal inflation [6], φ is supposed to be a string modulus, with VEV M0 MP.
In this case the last term of Eq. (72) is replaced by some unknown function, but on the basis of
string theory examples the order of magnitude estimates of Eqs. (74), (75) and (76) are assumed
to be valid. It follows that for modular inflation, η0  1.
Now consider the evolution of φ. At T bigger than Tc  (m/
p
2g), the eective mass-squared




gT 4 + V0 , (77)
where g is the eective number of relativistic degrees of freedom. Thermal inflation starts when








0  V 1=40 (78)
Thermal inflation ends when T = Tc. To estimate the numberNtherm of e-folds of thermal inflation,
we can take g to be constant, giving T / 1/a and




During thermal inflation, the typical eld value is φ  T . The value at the end of thermal
inflation is therefore φ  m, and before this value changes much the potential has practically its
zero temperature form. Then φ rolls away from the origin under the influence of the eld equation
φ¨+ 3H _φ−m2φ = o (80)
where H = M−1P
p
V0/3 = const. is the Hubble parameter during thermal inflation. The eld φ
reaches its VEV: M0 
p






























For ordinary thermal inflation, η0 is exponentially large and Nroll  1. In this case there is no
more inflation after thermal inflation ends. In contrast, for modular inflation jη0j is of order 1 and
Nroll  1. In this case there are Nroll e-folds of inflation after thermal inflation ends, while φ is
rolling o the top of its potential.
4.2 Thermal inflation with m H
To complete this discussion of the dynamics of thermal inflation, we need to consider the case
jη0j  1 or equivalently m H . In order to avoid M0 MP, the form Eq. (72) must in this case
be modied so as to steepen the potential, either in the φ direction or in the direction of some
other eld as in inverted hybrid inflation [33].
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With m H there is a regime of temperature m T  H .4 Before T enters this regime, the
eective mass-squared  T 2 is big enough to hold φ at the typical value φ  T mentioned earlier.
Afterwards though, the eective mass-squared falls below H2, and φ begins a random walk under
the influence of the quantum fluctuation, moving a distance H/2pi during each Hubble time.
The continues until the potential becomes steep enough that the random walk is slower than the
classical roll given by Eq. (80).5 The random-walk era is therefore an era of ‘eternal’ inflation
(so-called because its duration can be indenitely long). On scales leaving the horizon during
eternal inflation, the curvature perturbation becomes of order 1, and when such scales enter the
horizon around half of the energy density of the Universe collapses to black holes.
When eternal inflation has been considered previously, it has been supposed to occur before
cosmological scales leave the horizon. Then the scales on which the curvature perturbation is of
order 1 are outside the horizon at the present epoch and can be ignored (except for the Grishchuk-
Zeldovich eect which is excluded by observation [1]). In our case, we want cosmological scales
to leave the horizon during thermal inflation and the eternal inflation would generate a curvature
perturbation of order 1 on sub-cosmological scales. The black hole formation would, therefore be a
disaster, generating an irrevocably matter-dominated early Universe. (We discount the possibility
that the black holes evaporate, which would require them to form on a scale which is implausibly
small in the present context.) We conclude that thermal inflation with m  H is not viable if
cosmological scales are required to exit the horizon during this inflation.6
4.3 Generating the curvature perturbation
We now ask if cosmological scales can leave the horizon during thermal inflation, so that the
curvaton may acquire its perturbation then. According to a well-known expression [1], the number
of e-folds of almost-exponential inflation occurring after a given scale leaves the horizon is




















Here H0 is the Hubble parameter at present, Treh is the reheating temperature after inflation, and
N0 = 0 if the Universe remains radiation-dominated after reheating, until the onset of the present
matter-dominated era. The number N0 is positive if there is more inflation after the almost-
exponential era, or if radiation-domination is interrupted by one or more matter-dominated eras.
There is no reasonable cosmology for which N0 is negative and a fortiori none for which  is
negative.




15 GeV (from Eq. (11)) to nd
 < 15 (86)
To ensure that there is no excessive quadrupole contribution to the CMB anisotropy (Grishchuk-
Zeldovich eect) the spectrum of the curvature perturbation should extend down to comoving
wavenumber [1] k  10−2H0. This is the biggest cosmological scale, which leaves the horizon at








4By analogy with the case of particles in equilibrium, the eld φ will presumably fall out of thermal equilibrium
when the temperature falls below H. But also by analogy with that case, one can expect that the form of the
eective potential will continue to be the same as if there were equilibrium. One can verify this explicitly for the
case of thermal equilibrium with a scalar eld ξ through a coupling gφ2χ2, where the thermal average χ2 ∼ T 2
corresponds to the contributions of plane waves representing relativistic particles in thermal equilibrium.
5If the modication drives the motion in the direction of another eld it is the classical motion in that direction
that is relevant. We are discounting the possibility that the modication of the potential becomes signicant before
T ∼ H since this would lead to a completely dierent type of model.
6Note that, when m >∼ H, there is also a brief period in which m2(T ) < H2 but it lasts less than a Hubble time
so that there is no black hole formation.
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The smallest cosmological scale, corresponding to a mass something like 106M, corresponds to
k  10−5:5H0, and leaves the horizon about 17 e-folds after the biggest cosmological scale.
We now impose the requirement that cosmological scales leave the horizon during thermal
inflation. Consider rst ordinary thermal inflation, where no more inflation takes place after
thermal inflation. Assuming prompt reheating, and N0 = 0, Eqs. (79) and (87) show that,
regardless of V0, the requirement is ln(MP/m) > 72, corresponding to





It is easy to verify that practically the same bound is obtained even if inecient reheating is
allowed, due to the the combined eect of the requirement jη0j > 1 and the nucleosynthesis bound
Treh > 10 MeV. Such a small mass is completely not viable because it would prevent reheating after
thermal inflation. The only eective decay channel would be to the photon with rate Γ  m3/M2P.








Therefore, we conclude that cosmological scales cannot leave the horizon during ordinary thermal
inflation.
Now consider modular inflation, where some numberNroll of inflationary e-folds take place after
thermal inflation, given by Eq. (83). Since it takes about Ncosm ’ 17 e-folds for cosmological
scales to leave the horizon, and we want this to happen during thermal inflation, we require



















(For smaller values of F , cosmological scales start to leave the horizon only after thermal inflation
is over.) With  = 0 this gives jη0j > 1.2, and if  saturates Eq. (86) it gives jη0j > 2.5.












0 ’ 2 1011 GeV (95)
m ’ TeV (96)
Increasing F decreases V
1
4
0 . The limit F ! 1 corresponds to V
1
4
0  TeV, in agreement with
Eq. (89).
The values represented by Eqs. (95) and (96), represent a rather attractive scenario. By
coincidence, they happen to be just the ones expected for a modulus in the case of gravity-
mediated supersymmetry breaking. The mass of the modulus has the generic value m  H ,
corresponding to jη0j  1. This means that the Hubble parameter while the modulus is rolling
may be strongly varying, which according to Eq. (13) would make the curvature perturbation
generated then strongly scale-dependent. This does not represent a problem though, because the
relevant scales are smaller than cosmological scales. The curvature perturbation on cosmological
scales is generated by the curvaton during thermal inflation, and it can be scale-independent in












where ργ  T 4 is the density of the thermal bath and Ntherm is the number of e-folds af-
ter the onset of thermal inflation. Thus, we see that  decreases exponentially and, therefore,
ns ’ 1 + 2η  1.
4.4 The vacuum assumption during thermal inflation
In the previous subsection, we have implicitly assumed that at the beginning of inflation, the
curvaton eld is in the vacuum on scales within the horizon. This is because we assumed that
cosmological scales could start to leave the horizon as soon as thermal inflation starts, the vacuum
assumption then being necessary to obtain the flat spectrum for the curvaton eld in the usual
way.7 We now ask to what extent this assumption is justied.
There is a model-independent upper limit on the number Nbef of e-folds which must elapse
before scales leaving the horizon are the vacuum, from the same consideration that has been
invoked in the usual inflaton scenario [34]. At the beginning of inflation, all scalar elds with mass




because they would otherwise dominate the energy density and (having positive pressure) spoil
inflation. The upper limit on Nbef is therefore the number of e-folds which elapse before such














But this uses up all of the e-folds of thermal inflation, which blocks the desired objective that
cosmological scales leave the horizon during thermal inflation. We need fewer e-folds! On the
other hand, the following argument shows that Nbef cannot be zero.
Suppose rst that the radiation domination era which precedes thermal inflation is itself pre-
ceded by an inflationary era. That, presumably, must be the case if the radiation dominated
Universe is flat and homogeneous to high accuracy. The reason that Nbef cannot then be zero
is that during radiation domination scales are entering the horizon which left the horizon during
the previous inflation. Such scales cannot be in the vacuum because their vacuum fluctuation has
been converted to a classical perturbation. However, the fate of such perturbations after reentry
is not clear. It is plausible that when the perturbations become again causally connected their
dynamics will result in suppression of their power at small scales, even though they are weakly
coupled.
Another possibility is that there is no substantial earlier inflation and the the Universe is only
roughly flat, homogeneous and isotropic during the early radiation dominated era. Still, even in
that case Nbef has to be non-zero. This is because we must wait a few e-folds before the the
observable Universe leaves the horizon so that it will have the observed extreme flatness, and
homogeneity.
From this discussion we learn that some number of e-folds must elapse before cosmological
scales leave the horizon. On the other hand we have not found any denite lower limit on this
number, so that the estimates that we earlier made by setting it equal to zero may still be valid.
5 Conclusion
The rst viable inflation models, generally termed ‘new inflation’ models [35], involved a single
eld, the inflaton, which was supposed to perform three tasks; support inflation, end inflation
7We shall use the term ‘vacuum state’ only for scales well inside the horizon, where it is unambiguously dened.
We do not consider the possibility that a flat spectrum could be obtained starting from some non-vacuum state,
since no such state has ever been exhibited.
8Note that, were the curvature perturbation generated by the inflaton, the upper limit of the bound would have
to be saturated. In the curvaton’s case however, this bound is substantially relaxed because the couplings of σ to
the thermal bath are strongly suppressed to avoid an early decay.
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and generate the curvature perturbation. Such a paradigm is economical in terms of the num-
ber of elds involved, but it makes model-building a quite dicult task and arguably involves
unacceptable ne-tuning.
The hybrid inflation paradigm [19] delegated the task of supporting inflation (ie., of generating
the required potential) to a dierent eld. There is no standard terminology, but one might call
this eld the ‘triggered’ eld since its descent to the vacuum is triggered by the motion of the
inflaton eld. Hybrid inflation models are much easier to construct and can be relatively free of
ne-tuning, but they are still quite constrained.
In both of these cases, the hypothesis regarding the origin of the curvature perturbation is the
same; it comes from the perturbation of the inflaton eld. The curvaton hypothesis is that the
curvature perturbation comes from the perturbation of a dierent eld, the curvaton. According
to this hypothesis, inflation itself may be of the ‘new’ or ‘hybrid’ variety. (In the hybrid case
though, the curvaton cannot be identied with the triggered eld since the latter has mass much
bigger than H .) Alternatively, inflation may be of a type not involving any rolling eld, such as
thermal inflation. In this paper, we have revisited most of the inflation models that have been
proposed, asking to what extent they become more attractive when they are liberated by the
curvaton hypothesis.
For slow-roll inflation, the results are summarized in Table 1. An interesting nding is that a
string modulus becomes a more attractive candidate, whereas under the inflaton hypothesis the
COBE normalization requires its potential to be too high. Turning to thermal inflation, we found
again an attractive model involving a string modulus. In this model, cosmological scales leave the
horizon during thermal inflation, when inflation is almost exponential and the modulus eld has
no perturbation because it is held at the origin by the thermal mass. When thermal inflation ends,
some more e-folds of inflation occur while the modulus rolls to the vacuum. The model is perhaps
more attractive than modular inflation without thermal inflation, because the initial value of the
modulus is explained and because there need not be so many e-folds of inflation. Also, there is
no requirement that the rolling of the modulus be slow enough to keep the Hubble parameter
slowly varying, since the scale-dependence of the curvature perturbation that generated by the
rapidly-varying Hubble parameter would be present only on small scales.
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